Including
Marginalized
Groups
Sport has the ability to break down
barriers and build bridges.
Inclusive sports environments oﬀer
a platform where individuals from
diﬀerent groups can interact and ﬁnd
a sense of belonging and community
on and oﬀ the playing ﬁeld.
When everyone feels included,
society as a whole beneﬁts.
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5 Ways a Coach Can Help to Establish
an Inclusive Sport Environment

1

Think About the Words You Say
Coaches must think about their language to avoid generalizations
or stereotypes that may oﬀend or exclude individuals.
Coaches should also demonstrate no tolerance for inappropriate
or hurtful treatment of others.

2

Embrace New Perspectives
Coaches can provide opportunities for marginalized voices to share
their thoughts within the team setting. This tactic requires that
coaches create a psychologically safe atmosphere which values
respect, inclusivity and encouragement.

3

Find Educational Opportunities
Coaches can expand their knowledge of barriers for marginalized
groups and possible solutions to promote facilitators by reading
relevant books or articles, registering for courses, and speaking
with members from the groups.

4

Adopt a Growth Mindset
A growth mentality focuses on learning from each experience in a
dynamic manner. Coaches can make mistakes too as they are human.
However, coaches can continue improving through reﬂection,
education, and commitment.

5

Identify Reference Groups and Role Models
Coaches can inspire members from a marginalized group by sharing
success stories or personal journeys from others in that group. These
highlighted individuals may be professionals or leaders within the club.
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